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AACRO Computer Systems / Print Shop Manager Partner With BASYS Processing
To Deliver a Complete Financial Solution for Printing Establishments
All-In-One Estimating, Pricing, Accounting, Invoicing, and Payment Collection
Acworth, Georgia, February 17, 2021 – AACRO Computer Systems has teamed up with BASYS
Processing to give Print Shop Manager users access to a simple invoicing and payment collection
solution. This strategic partnership combines AACRO’s fast and easy to use pricing and accounting
software solution with BASYS’ convenient and user-friendly payment processing capabilities. The result
is an end-to-end user-friendly estimating, pricing, accounting, invoicing, and payment collection system
for printing establishments.

“Adding a credit card processing service is something we have considered for several years.” said Rich,
CEO of AACRO Computer Systems. “When we were introduced to BASYS, I knew we had found a
company that we could be confident in to provide service and support for our customer base. This will
be a great time saving service for the Print Shop Manager users.”

"The prospect of partnering with AACRO Computer Systems is something we have been excited about
since day one," said Brad Oddo, BASYS Processing's founder, and CEO. "We are looking forward to
providing our personalized service and passion to the customers of an elite custom solution, Print Shop
Manager."

About BASYS Processing
BASYS Processing makes accepting credit cards and debit cards convenient, safe and affordable. We
provide services and solutions that include countertop, mobile and virtual terminals, point-of-sale
systems, as well as e-commerce and software integrations. We are dedicated to working one-on-one
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with our customers to design the perfect solution for their business. BASYS was founded in 2002 on one
philosophy: to take care of our merchants, partners, and employees so they never want to leave. For
more information, visit www.basyspro.com.

About AACRO Computer Systems
AACRO Computer Systems is a professional software development company that was established in
1985 to service the Atlanta area. We have built custom solutions for pricing, estimating, order entry,
order processing, inventory management, automation, communications and accounting solutions for a
broad spectrum of manufacturing and sales organizations, and we have been responsible for dozens of
major programs that run at the core of the companies we service.
In 1999 while working with a quick print franchise company we started the development of Print Shop
Manager. We enlisted the help of several printers who had proven track records in the printing business
to act as experts in defining what a print estimating system should be like. Over the years Print Shop
Manager has been honed and built up into today’s tool of choice for many successful print shop owners.
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